
Runner’s tips to get you through…  GEAR!
WORKOUT: X=TRAIN 45 MINUTES (try to keep a heart-rate of 130-150bpm.

Your in the third week of your plan by now and no doubt probably feeling a few aches and pains, 
maybe some areas of tightness, and your probably wondering how your going to feel ten months 
from now!  Rest assured, you are using new muscles and increasing your workload, so things are 
going to feel a little different and maybe a little sore, but just like understanding the gear that can  
aid your training, there are some fun toys that you can find that will help with some of those sore 
and/or tight muscles because we don’t want “sore” to turn into “injured!” 

Foam Rollers-  It would be fantastic to have a deep tissue massage waiting for you after every 
workout; however, that might be a little unfeasible for the majority of runners.  a popular solution 
for this in the running world is the coveted “foam roller.” It is basically a foam-covered, molded 
cylinder that you roll on-top of while lying on the ground (sounds fun right?)   Quality is 
important with these because the cheaper foam materials break down quickly with use, so opt for 
one of the more sturdy models and have the shop that you purchase the roller from show you 
some techniques. The idea is simple- for years there has been an ongoing debate over the 
importance of stretching as a runner (one of our later topics,) but the roller functions as an active 
stretch and massage for muscles that get tight during training. The most common needy muscles 
are your calves, hamstrings, hips, periformis (butt muscles) and IT bands (that tendon that runs 
from you knee to you hip on the outer part of your leg.)  Start by gently and slowly rolling over a 
muscle group, going slow enough so that you can feel any knots in your muscles. Your going to 
want to go light at first and your body will most certainly let you know when you find a muscle 
that needs work… (it is not the most pleasant sensation so be warned!)  When you are done make 
sure that you work the antagonist muscle group as well, and also the other leg in the same way.  
Ie: if you are massaging your hamstring, roll out your quadriceps as well and if you start with you 
left leg, make sure to do the same to your right. One of the key reasons that these muscles tighten 
up so badly is that we stress one side more than the other.  When you are finished with the roller, 
it is important that you stretch the muscle you worked out as well as the muscles around it.

Massage balls- Much like the roller, massage balls are trigger point tools that work by 
dynamically stretching a particular muscle by putting pressure on it then releasing. Lots of shops 
will have trigger point balls for sale that you can sit on when working in the office or traveling, 
but in a pinch you can use a variety of things ranging form golf balls  (they are a little bit hard) to 
tennis balls (but are a bit soft.)  Either way the concept is the same and these balls work when a 
massage just isn’t a possibility.  Move around while sitting on the ball until you find the muscles 
that are particularly tight (you will know which they are because they will give you the sudden 
urge to leap through the ceiling) and then gently massage them using your body weight.

The stick- Once again, same concept, just this time you have a little more dynamic role in the 
process.  There really is a product called the stick, actually there are several models of it now.  
The stick has either small balls embedded in it that you can roll across muscles in the same way 
that you would use the roller, or its surface is broken into rings that do the same thing. With any 
of the above (stick, roller, or ball) remember that the purpose is not to hurt your-self, but 
massage.  You should never bruise and always stretch well after use. If you have a particularly 
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sore muscle, try to heat it before massage and ice it after, and stay hydrated as dry muscles are 
brittle and much more susceptible to injury than properly hydrated (lubricated) muscles. 

There are a variety of other things on the market, and runners are constantly coming out with 
new toys, solutions to injuries, and the like. Talk with fellow runners about how they address 
different issues, from soreness to inflammation; as we all deal to some degree with a level of 
discomfort at times.  Finally try not to mask an injury! If you find yourself taking the max dose of 
IB Profine or Aspirin every morning when you get out of bed then we need to look at the root of 
the problem.
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